
7104/322/800

Black leather sneakers. A huge 
plus of this model, of course, 
black. Our customers love 
black shoes, but as a rule, 
sneakers in black color is rare. 
This model is perfect for 
everyday wear. Sneakers are 
great for everyday style. I also 
want to note that this model is 
very comfortable and it does 
not get tired legs for the whole 
day.



7400/322/800

A nice model to combine them with classic 
clothes and a casual style.

 Elegant and at the same time strict style. 
Great for the autumn 

season as they are made of leather.

7401/322/700 



This model is also very commercial. The 
sneakers look amazing. Combination of 

leather and fabric, white sole. I would like 
to see this model in black.

7101/322/400



Leather blue sneakers with white soles. Our buyers like sneakers, in 
white and blue color such models are always TOP sales. 

This model is very comfortable sitting on the leg, looks quite stylish, 
although made without unnecessary details. I am sure that if such a 

model appeared in black, it would also be popular.

7105/322/400



Plain sneakers made of 
textured nappa leather in 
black. Leather lining and 

insole, rubber sole.
 Universal color, sneakers are 
made in a simple style, without 

unnecessary details.
 I also want to note that this 
model has a black sole, not 
white, and this is a big plus.

7810/322



The model is perfect for the Moscow 
autumn, in gray color is very well combined 

with clothing.

Colored sneakers leather upholstery 
nubuk grey. Fabric lining, leather insole 

and rubber sole. 

7806/322



Suede grey-brown sneakers with 
nappa leather details. 

Excellent model for the autumn 
period. However, in this color model is 
not popular, due to the fact that this 

color of  shoes is quite difficult to 
combine with clothing.

7702/322



White sneakers are always popular in our store. 
A distinctive feature of this model is that the sneakers are 

made of soft leather and as a result, it is not visible 
creases.

7100/322



Brown leather Chelsea. Very elegant model. 
Our customers often choose leather Chelsea, not suede, due to the fact that 

leather shoes get wet much less in rainy weather than suede.

7002/322



Suede Chelsea khaki. The basic 
model for our store. I would like 

to see such shoes in other 
colors, such as black.

7805/322



Chelsea's black. Very stylish, 
elegant model. Great for classic 

clothes and for smart-casual style.

7003/322/800



Black leather high sneakers. Lining 
and rubber sole. 

The model is more relevant than 
ever. A great option for the winter, 

there is a fur lining. 
This model is easy to compete 

with other brands of winter shoes.

7952/322



This model from season to season appears 
in our store. A great option for both autumn 

and non-cold winter. 
The shoes are suitable for both classic 

clothes and casual style.

7004/322



Blue combo sneakers made from nappa leather with side parts made of 
mesh. 

The model looks very stylish and has a very bright design. 
In black, this model would have been more successful.

2116/322



Combined the sneakers with suede and fabric beige. This model has a very bright 
design. However, they are more suitable for summer and for young people. Most of 
our customers are adults and wealthy people who cannot combine these shoes with 

their style

7107/322



Very soft leather, versatile color. 
However, this Shoe has a 

narrowing closer to the edge of 
the sole. Our customers are used 

to more round shapes.

Grey leather sneakers of the highest 
quality with nubuck dressing. 

7900/322 



Suede brown loafers. Our customers 
liked this model very much. Perfect for 

classic pants and classic suit. 
Very comfortable to sit on your feet and 

do not cause any discomfort.

7406/322 



Blue suede shoes-blücher with 
perforation. Last season there were 
similar Blucher suede. Buyers note 
that the shoes are very light, very 

comfortable sitting on the leg. 
This model can be combined with 

both classic style and smart-casual 
and casual styles.

7204/322 

7204/322 



Brown leather shoes with 
topstitched edging. A great model 

of shoes for everyday wear, for 
example, to work. Suitable for 
almost any style of clothing. 

Previously, shoes of this type was 
infrequent, so customers took this 

model very positively.

7203/322 



Goodyear-style monk Shoes in polished black leather with two buckles. Limited 
Shoe collection. Shoes look very expensive, stylish, elegant. But when used, it is 
painted. Also, the leather sole is not very practical, as it quickly wears out if such 

shoes are worn daily. 

7911/322 



Black shoes made of textured 
leather with nappa dressing. 

Limited Shoe collection. 
A definite plus of this model is the 
texture of the skin from which it is 

made. The skin creases are 
practically invisible, in contrast to 

the glossy shoes.

7206/322 



Shoes made of nappa leather 
Burgundy in color with metallic 
details. Limited Shoe collection. 

The shoes look very elegant, but I 
think they're overpriced. Also this 

footwear is painted.

7801/322 


